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1  7
         .

They are a lens through which the remains of ancient

[interpreted / have / been / lives].

2  5 _
 

           

   ,          

.
 

So if we [a / features / those / playing / still / find] role in the

lives of modern foragers, we can reasonably project them back

onto the lives of ancient foragers.
 

3  
 

         .
 

They [which / remains / the / through / of / are / a / lens]

ancient lives have been interpreted.
 

4  
 

       Anselm  Aquinas  ,

  ' ',         

 .
 

Among the greatest defenders of reason in [aquinas / and /

were / thought / philosophical / anselm], who believed that

since God created the universe through the Logos, the divine

wisdom, the universe must be supremely rational.
 

5  
 

           

   .
 

[to / is / reasonable / that / suppose / entirely / it] religion,

despite its flaws, has been one of the great humanising

movements of recent European history.
 

6  
 

 ,         

.
 

"In this kind of [it / difficult / is / to / culture / confront /

people] when their values differ from those of the organization.
 

7  
 

          

     ,       

   .
 

Coffee is not just one of the most important commodities in the

history [global / commonly / as / capitalism / of / is] claimed

— it is one of the most important commodities in the history of

global inequality.
 

8  
 

 ,         

          .
 

[example / and / burning / fuels / while / for / fossil] polluting

the environment today, we may be creating problems for future

generations for years or forever.
 

9  
 

        , 

' '    ' '      

   .
 

Science presses hard on these questions, closing in as far as it

may, but ultimately questions about why things [as / are / are /

as / they] opposed to what they are, lead us into the realms of

philosophy and religion.
 

10  5 _
 

           

       .
 



Reflecting on the extremely rare occasions in which we

fundamentally reframe our understanding of the [to / universe /

think / causes / us / carefully] about the limits on the role of

science.

11  
 

           

       .
 

Reflecting on the [occasions / which / in / extremely / we / rare

/ fundamentally / reframe] our understanding of the universe

causes us to think carefully about the limits on the role of

science.
 

12  2
 

       ,   

        .
 

[greater / traits / the / human / dispositions / people / the / are /

stronger / their / fixed / the / more / acceptance / and /

stereotypes / assume / of / their / that / are] racial inequities.
 

13  
 

       ,   

        .
 

[assume / human / the / dispositions / that / are / traits / people /

their / stereotypes / more / are / fixed / stronger / the] and the

greater their acceptance of racial inequities.
 

14  _
 

           

  .
 

We attribute [much / inner / dispositions / behavior / so / their /

to / that / others' / we] discount important situational forces.
 

15  
 

Pariser   " ,       

.
 

As Pariser argues, "By definition, a world constructed from the

familiar [there's / which / a / nothing / in / world / is / to] learn.

16  5 _
 

    ,    ,    

  ( )      ,   

          

           

       .
 

One recent study, for instance, shows that a day care center

[encourages / parents / and / to / in / walk / that / caregivers]

and wait for their children, often inside the classroom and

generally at the same time, fosters more social connections and

supportive relationships than one where managers allow

parents to come in on their own schedules and hurry through

drop-off and pickup so they can quickly return to their private

lives.
 

17  
 

            

    .
 

Changes in color placement within a composition cause [the /

alter / which / shifts / dominance / in / can] entire feeling or

mood of the picture.
 

18  
 

        ,  

  ,          

.
 

This is evident in the changing approaches towards expert

knowledge, from full trust in the skills of the expert to

[reserved / which / places / a / a / trust / higher] burden of

judgement on the individuals and the society.
 

19  
 

         

         .
 

You may notice that certain [make / harder / for / baby / to /



your / calm / smells / it] down and enter into a state of shared

attention with you.

20  5 _
 

         

         .
 

You [it / may / certain / that / notice / make / smells] harder for

your baby to calm down and enter into a state of shared

attention with you.
 

21  1
 

 ,       ,  

           

     .
 

In a political debate, you feel that the other side just doesn't get

your point of view, [if / only / could / and / they] see things

with your clarity, they would understand and fall naturally in

line with what you believe.
 

22  5 _
 

         ,  

         

      .
 

People have a false sense of security on the highway because

they consider themselves above-average drivers [protect / and /

to / skill / them / their / expect], even though many accidents

are caused by factors beyond their control.
 

23  
 

          

    .
 

Once people believe in one, they [to / it / find / that / will /

difficult / challenges / evidence / accept] it.

24  
 

            ,

           

  ,         

    .

If we are able to step back from what we believe for a moment

and see culture for what it really is, we will recognize that what

we [large / in / all / the / is / believe / part] product of our social

life; therefore, those who disagree with our basic beliefs are

neither fools nor free actors.

25  
 

             ,

          

 .
 

What [not / believe / or / they / may / may / be] truer than what

we believe; but all of us should not be as tempted to be certain

that we have the truth.
 

26  
 

             ,

          

 .
 

What they believe may or may not be truer than what we

believe; but all of us should [as / certain / that / be / tempted /

be / to / not] we have the truth.
 

27  
 

        , [

 ]       .
 

This was in stark contrast to inductive arguments, as used

[where / gathered / later / science / evidence / is / by] as the

basis for framing a theory.
 

28  
 

  '   '    ,     

     .
 

They may also sometimes engage in [compare / social / in /

upward / comparison / which / they / themselves] with people

who are doing much better than they are.
 



29  
            

     .

[use / the / possible / to / it / was] new script almost

immediately in steps taken to increase the amount of literacy in

the country.

30  5 _
 

        .
 

You recorded what you thought you [you / seeing / took / were

/ as / the] pictures.
 

31  5 _
 

   ,    ,      

   ,         

 ,      .
 

Years later, when you are forty years old [your / yourself /

telling / and / find] daughter about the scaly quality of a cedar,

the sounds and sights from that old field trip are what come

into your mind — and you bring them up to show your

daughter.
 

32  5 _
 

           

.
 

Generally, the inspection process exists only because of a fear

of [work / the / mistakes / made / during / process].
 

33  
 

 ,   .
 

[another / way / inspections / discover / stated] waste.
 

34  
 

          

       .
 

There are inevitably times when people care [visited / upon /

about / justice / more / being] the overprivileged and powerful

than about becoming better off themselves.

35  
 

          

          

.
 

But investigators discovered that dipping the mangoes in hot

water, then submerging them in [packing / water / initiated /

cool / a / before / process] in which gases inside the fruit

contracted, drawing in contaminated water.
 

36  
 

          

          

.
 

But investigators discovered that dipping the mangoes in hot

water, then submerging them in cool water before packing

[which / initiated / in / process / gases / inside / a / the] fruit

contracted, drawing in contaminated water.
 

37  5
 

Sefidabeh            

.
 

It turns out that [had / built / sefidabeh / right / been] on top of

a thrust fault lying far underground.
 

38  _
 

     ,     ,   

      ,     

   .
 

The [that / so / fault / it / was / deep] had created no obvious

signs of its existence on the surface, such as a tell-tale scarp,

and so hadn't been previously identified by geologists.
 

39  
 

  ,          ,



          .

In hindsight, the only sign was an unremarkable, gently-folded

ridge running [town / been / had / the / slowly / which /

alongside] built up over hundreds of thousand years of

earthquake movements.

40  
 

Sefidabeh            

.
 

[been / had / turns / that / sefidabeh / out / it / built] right on top

of a thrust fault lying far underground.
 

41  7
 

           

   .
 

Every second of every day your brain assesses the connections

between brain cells to determine if [have / been / they / in /

used] a while.
 

42  1
 

            

            

     .
 

[clean / imagine / closet / could / if / your] itself out, disposing

of any clothes you haven't worn in a while and automatically

refilling itself with new clothes based on your changing

preferences and desires.
 

43  
 

 ,     ,    

 .
 

Stunned, we looked down at what [were / common / rocks /

thought / we / merely], loosely embedded in the weathered

soil.
 

44  
 

,      ,    

   .

Rather, this industrialized world [secondary / acquired /

knowledge / typically / is / which / requires] in a formal

educational setting, like a school.

45  
 

      '   '   

.
 

Norms like [it / make / these / easier / to / "live] with others" in

a relatively harmonious way.
 

46  
 

         ,  

         .
 

Slight differences in the placement of one's hands reflect the

social position of the other person — [hands / the / position /

higher / higher / of / the / the / the] the person being greeted.
 

47  
 

         ,  

         .
 

Slight differences in the placement of one's hands reflect the

social position of the other person — the higher the hands, the

higher the position [person / of / being / greeted / the].
 

48  
 
          

  .
 

Similarly, understanding the individual self only really makes

sense in terms [of / are / which / groups / they / connected / to /

the].
 

49  
 

 ,         .
 

At the end of their senior year, the differences between the

students are likely to be much [than / greater / they / originally

/ were].



50  5 _
 

        

 ,          

 .
 

Just as people do not stand idly by [to / and / happen / let /

situations / random] them, so social situations do not let every

person enter them.
 

51  4
 

          ,  

          .
 

It is clear from studies on Roman bones that they had a high

body burden of lead, and indeed many of them [have / from /

been / suffering / must] chronic lead poisoning.
 

52  _
 

        ,   

            

     .
 

Perhaps they tried to disguise the metallic taste with strong

herbs and spices, or perhaps their sense of [lead / poor / that /

so / poisoning / to / was / the / taste / due] only way that they

could taste anything was to make it incredibly highly

flavoured.
 

53  
 

      ,       

  Fort Knox     ,     

  .
 

[is / skill / like / if / finding] finding gold, the skill side of the

continuum is like walking into Fort Knox, where the U.S. gold

reserves are housed: the gold is right there for you to see.
 

54  
 

      ,       

  Fort Knox     ,     

  .

If finding skill is like finding gold, the skill side of the

continuum is like walking [the / into / gold / u.s. / fort / where /

knox] reserves are housed: the gold is right there for you to

see.

55  7
 

           

          .
 

A paradox of human culture is that many of the technological

and biomedical breakthroughs that revolutionized how and

how long we [have / live / strongly / opposed / at / been] their

inception.
 

56  
 

          

    ,       

    .
 

Mediated and representational existence contributes to the

perceived flatness of reality by creating a numbness in the soul,

[to / perceive / makes / which / it / difficult] the differences of

quality and gravitas between experiences.
 

57  
 

          

    ,       

    .
 

[contributes / mediated / and / existence / representational] to

the perceived flatness of reality by creating a numbness in the

soul, which makes it difficult to perceive the differences of

quality and gravitas between experiences.
 

58  
 

          

    ,       

    .
 

Mediated and representational existence contributes to the

perceived flatness of reality by creating a numbness [the / it /



difficult / in / which / makes / soul] to perceive the differences

of quality and gravitas between experiences.

59  5 _
 

 White Buffalo Calf Pipe       

       .
 

Leaving her pipe, named by her people as the White Buffalo

Calf Pipe, [asked / them / take / to / care / she] of it until her

return.
 

60  5 _
 

       White Buffalo Calf

Pipe   .
 

Until this day, her people, waiting her return, [the / buffalo /

white / have / kept] Calf Pipe.
 

61  
 

            

.
 

[cloud / carried / by / a], she brought for the Sioux people a

sacred bundle containing a pipe.
 

62  
 

   Nathaniel Hawthorne     , Moby-Dick  

Herman Melville    ( )       

  ,          

    .
 

On a visit one evening to Nathaniel Hawthorne and his wife,

Herman Melville, Moby-Dick author, told them a story of a

fight he had witnessed on an island in [the / south / in / which /

of / one / the / seas] Polynesian warriors had wreaked havoc

among his foes with a heavy club.
 

63  
 

    , ( )  Melville   

 ,      .
 

[it / turned / club / that / out / no / was / there]; it had simply

been a figment of their imagination, conjured up by the

vividness of Melville's narrative.

64  7
 

       .
 

This [been / phenomenon / demonstrated / had / before /

never].
 

65  
 

2005            

  ,          

      .
 

In 2005, this same Italian team found that when people listened

to stories about other people doing something, the listeners'

brains [doing / fired / themselves / if / as / they / were /

actually] what was described in the stories.
 

66  1
 

            

      .
 

As the monkey watched him, the monkey's brain fired in

exactly the same way [monkey / the / picked / as / himself / had

/ if] up and eaten the raisin.
 

67  
 

 ,     ,   

      , (   )    

 , (   )        

    .
 

In Kant's system, reason tells us that we follow the moral law,

but acting from the moral law begins with respect [the / which /

by / is / for / law / constituted] respect for persons, which is a

natural consequence of recognizing the dignity of each person

as a law-governed agent.
 

68  
 

       .
 



[is / a / it / find / to / difficult] philosopher who does not think

emotions are important to morality.

69  5 _
 

         

        .
 

Certainly from the earliest period, [philosophers / questioning /

we / greek / see / and] correcting the religious traditions handed

down to them.
 

70  
 

    ,    ,  

        .
 

The gods are presented as immortal and noble, to be worshiped

and honored, but they are [in / also / that / as / behavior /

described / engaging] seems far from honorable.
 

71  
 

           

    .
 

[poetic / in / forms / religion / greek / as / these / presented]

embodies many tensions and sometimes seems to present

outright contradictions.
 

72  
 

         , 

 Aeschylus  Sophocles     .
 

[religion / educated / greeks / absorbed / not] only through

cultic worship but also through the Homeric epic poems and

later in the tragedies of such playwrights as Aeschylus and

Sophocles.
 

73  
 

          

     .
 

The seemingly sharp gender divisions in the activity spheres of

aboriginal [society / obtain / to / anthropologists / made /

difficult / for / it] a balanced picture.

74  7
 

         .
 

The place of women in aboriginal [in / interpreted / has / been /

culture] many different ways.
 

75  
 

        ,  

  .
 

Ethnocentric European travelers mistakenly described [of /

servants / these / degraded / passive / and / women / as] the

men.
 

76  5 _
 

 ,         

       .
 

For example, if you put on a jumper, it is because the jumper

[you / warm / will / keep], or you think it will look good on

you.
 

77  
 

     ,      

             

  .
 

We might read a book about politics because it interests [us /

because / politics / us / understanding / helps / or] make sense

of what we see happening around us.
 

78  
 

  ' '  ,       

    .
 

Instead, he developed [view / a / phenomenological / our / in /

of / understanding / which] things is always in relation to

ourselves.
 



79  
 

            :

,          ,  

    .
 

However, increased engine efficiency can have paradoxical

results as far as global warming is concerned: More efficient

engines produce exhaust with [can / humidity / higher / which /

vapor / relative / increase] trail formation.
 

80  5 _
 

         

    .
 

In an ideal world environmental managers educate [motivate /

polluters / seek / to / and / potential / avoid / genuinely /

polluting / to].
 

81  
 

       ,     

  ,   , '    '  

  .
 

There has also been a shift from the burden of problems being

borne by those [affected / being / its / to / handled / by] the

public in general, or better still, to making the 'polluter-pay'.
 

82  3
 

       ,   

           

.
 

This [revised / being / is / definition / now] by other

researchers because humans have been altering the world for

much longer than the Europeans have been colonizing the

world.
 

83  4
 

       ,   

           

.

This definition is being revised now by other researchers

because [been / the / have / altering / humans] world for much

longer than the Europeans have been colonizing the world.

[ANSWER]
 

1. They are a lens through which the remains of ancient lives have been

interpreted.
 

2. So if we still find those features playing a role in the lives of modern foragers,

we can reasonably project them back onto the lives of ancient foragers.
 

3. They are a lens through which the remains of ancient lives have been

interpreted.
 

4. Among the greatest defenders of reason in philosophical thought were Anselm

and Aquinas, who believed that since God created the universe through the

Logos, the divine wisdom, the universe must be supremely rational.
 

5. It is entirely reasonable to suppose that religion, despite its flaws, has been one

of the great humanising movements of recent European history.
 

6. "In this kind of culture, it is difficult to confront people when their values differ

from those of the organization.
 

7. Coffee is not just one of the most important commodities in the history of

global capitalism, as is commonly claimed — it is one of the most important

commodities in the history of global inequality.
 

8. For example, while burning fossil fuels and polluting the environment today,

we may be creating problems for future generations for years or forever.

9. Science presses hard on these questions, closing in as far as it may, but

ultimately questions about why things are as they are, as opposed to what they

are, lead us into the realms of philosophy and religion.
 

10. Reflecting on the extremely rare occasions in which we fundamentally

reframe our understanding of the universe causes us to think carefully about the

limits on the role of science.
 

11. Reflecting on the extremely rare occasions in which we fundamentally

reframe our understanding of the universe causes us to think carefully about the

limits on the role of science.
 

12. The more people assume that human traits are fixed dispositions, the stronger

are their stereotypes and the greater their acceptance of racial inequities.
 

13. The more people assume that human traits are fixed dispositions, the stronger

are their stereotypes and the greater their acceptance of racial inequities.
 

14. We attribute others' behavior so much to their inner dispositions that we

discount important situational forces.
 

15. As Pariser argues, "By definition, a world constructed from the familiar is a

world in which there's nothing to learn.
 

16. One recent study, for instance, shows that a day care center that encourages

caregivers and parents to walk in and wait for their children, often inside the

classroom and generally at the same time, fosters more social connections and

supportive relationships than one where managers allow parents to come in on



their own schedules and hurry through drop-off and pickup so they can quickly

return to their private lives.

17. Changes in color placement within a composition cause shifts in dominance,

which can alter the entire feeling or mood of the picture.

18. This is evident in the changing approaches towards expert knowledge, from

full trust in the skills of the expert to a reserved trust, which places a higher

burden of judgement on the individuals and the society.

19. You may notice that certain smells make it harder for your baby to calm down

and enter into a state of shared attention with you.

20. You may notice that certain smells make it harder for your baby to calm down

and enter into a state of shared attention with you.

21. In a political debate, you feel that the other side just doesn't get your point of

view, and if they could only see things with your clarity, they would understand

and fall naturally in line with what you believe.

22. People have a false sense of security on the highway because they consider

themselves above-average drivers and expect their skill to protect them, even

though many accidents are caused by factors beyond their control.

23. Once people believe in one, they will find it difficult to accept evidence that

challenges it.

24. If we are able to step back from what we believe for a moment and see culture

for what it really is, we will recognize that what we all believe is in large part the

product of our social life; therefore, those who disagree with our basic beliefs are

neither fools nor free actors.

25. What they believe may or may not be truer than what we believe; but all of us

should not be as tempted to be certain that we have the truth.

26. What they believe may or may not be truer than what we believe; but all of us

should not be as tempted to be certain that we have the truth.

27. This was in stark contrast to inductive arguments, as used by later science,

where evidence is gathered as the basis for framing a theory.

28. They may also sometimes engage in upward social comparison, in which they

compare themselves with people who are doing much better than they are.

29. It was possible to use the new script almost immediately in steps taken to

increase the amount of literacy in the country.

30. You recorded what you thought you were seeing as you took the pictures.

31. Years later, when you are forty years old and find yourself telling your

daughter about the scaly quality of a cedar, the sounds and sights from that old

field trip are what come into your mind — and you bring them up to show your

daughter.

32. Generally, the inspection process exists only because of a fear of mistakes

made during the work process.

33. Stated another way, inspections discover waste.

34. There are inevitably times when people care more about justice being visited

upon the overprivileged and powerful than about becoming better off themselves.

35. But investigators discovered that dipping the mangoes in hot water, then

submerging them in cool water before packing initiated a process in which gases

inside the fruit contracted, drawing in contaminated water.

36. But investigators discovered that dipping the mangoes in hot water, then

submerging them in cool water before packing initiated a process in which gases

inside the fruit contracted, drawing in contaminated water.

37. It turns out that Sefidabeh had been built right on top of a thrust fault lying far

underground.

38. The fault was so deep that it had created no obvious signs of its existence on

the surface, such as a tell-tale scarp, and so hadn't been previously identified by

geologists.

39. In hindsight, the only sign was an unremarkable, gently-folded ridge running

alongside the town, which had slowly been built up over hundreds of thousand

years of earthquake movements.

40. It turns out that Sefidabeh had been built right on top of a thrust fault lying far

underground.

41. Every second of every day your brain assesses the connections between brain

cells to determine if they have been used in a while.

42. Imagine if your closet could clean itself out, disposing of any clothes you

haven't worn in a while and automatically refilling itself with new clothes based

on your changing preferences and desires.

43. Stunned, we looked down at what we thought were merely common rocks,

loosely embedded in the weathered soil.

44. Rather, this industrialized world requires secondary knowledge, which is

typically acquired in a formal educational setting, like a school.

45. Norms like these make it easier to "live with others" in a relatively

harmonious way.

46. Slight differences in the placement of one's hands reflect the social position of

the other person — the higher the hands, the higher the position of the person

being greeted.

47. Slight differences in the placement of one's hands reflect the social position of

the other person — the higher the hands, the higher the position of the person

being greeted.

48. Similarly, understanding the individual self only really makes sense in terms

of the groups to which they are connected.

49. At the end of their senior year, the differences between the students are likely

to be much greater than they were originally.

50. Just as people do not stand idly by and let random situations happen to them,

so social situations do not let every person enter them.

51. It is clear from studies on Roman bones that they had a high body burden of

lead, and indeed many of them must have been suffering from chronic lead

poisoning.

52. Perhaps they tried to disguise the metallic taste with strong herbs and spices,

or perhaps their sense of taste was so poor due to lead poisoning that the only way

that they could taste anything was to make it incredibly highly flavoured.

53. If finding skill is like finding gold, the skill side of the continuum is like

walking into Fort Knox, where the U.S. gold reserves are housed: the gold is right

there for you to see.

54. If finding skill is like finding gold, the skill side of the continuum is like

walking into Fort Knox, where the U.S. gold reserves are housed: the gold is right

there for you to see.



55. A paradox of human culture is that many of the technological and biomedical

breakthroughs that revolutionized how and how long we live have been strongly

opposed at their inception.

56. Mediated and representational existence contributes to the perceived flatness

of reality by creating a numbness in the soul, which makes it difficult to perceive

the differences of quality and gravitas between experiences.

57. Mediated and representational existence contributes to the perceived flatness

of reality by creating a numbness in the soul, which makes it difficult to perceive

the differences of quality and gravitas between experiences.

58. Mediated and representational existence contributes to the perceived flatness

of reality by creating a numbness in the soul, which makes it difficult to perceive

the differences of quality and gravitas between experiences.

59. Leaving her pipe, named by her people as the White Buffalo Calf Pipe, she

asked them to take care of it until her return.

60. Until this day, her people, waiting her return, have kept the White Buffalo

Calf Pipe.

61. Carried by a cloud, she brought for the Sioux people a sacred bundle

containing a pipe.

62. On a visit one evening to Nathaniel Hawthorne and his wife, Herman

Melville, Moby-Dick author, told them a story of a fight he had witnessed on an

island in the South Seas, in which one of the Polynesian warriors had wreaked

havoc among his foes with a heavy club.

63. It turned out that there was no club; it had simply been a figment of their

imagination, conjured up by the vividness of Melville's narrative.

64. This phenomenon had never been demonstrated before.

65. In 2005, this same Italian team found that when people listened to stories

about other people doing something, the listeners' brains fired as if they

themselves were actually doing what was described in the stories.

66. As the monkey watched him, the monkey's brain fired in exactly the same

way as if the monkey himself had picked up and eaten the raisin.

67. In Kant's system, reason tells us that we follow the moral law, but acting from

the moral law begins with respect for the law, which is constituted by respect for

persons, which is a natural consequence of recognizing the dignity of each person

as a law-governed agent.

68. It is difficult to find a philosopher who does not think emotions are important

to morality.

69. Certainly from the earliest period, we see Greek philosophers questioning and

correcting the religious traditions handed down to them.

70. The gods are presented as immortal and noble, to be worshiped and honored,

but they are also described as engaging in behavior that seems far from

honorable.

71. Greek religion as presented in these poetic forms embodies many tensions

and sometimes seems to present outright contradictions.

72. Educated Greeks absorbed religion not only through cultic worship but also

through the Homeric epic poems and later in the tragedies of such playwrights as

Aeschylus and Sophocles.

73. The seemingly sharp gender divisions in the activity spheres of aboriginal

society made it difficult for anthropologists to obtain a balanced picture.

74. The place of women in aboriginal culture has been interpreted in many

different ways.

75. Ethnocentric European travelers mistakenly described these women as

degraded and passive servants of the men.

76. For example, if you put on a jumper, it is because the jumper will keep you

warm, or you think it will look good on you.

77. We might read a book about politics because it interests us, or because

understanding politics helps us make sense of what we see happening around us.

78. Instead, he developed a phenomenological view, in which our understanding

of things is always in relation to ourselves.

79. However, increased engine efficiency can have paradoxical results as far as

global warming is concerned: More efficient engines produce exhaust with higher

relative humidity, which can increase vapor trail formation.

80. In an ideal world environmental managers educate and motivate potential

polluters to seek genuinely to avoid polluting.

81. There has also been a shift from the burden of problems being borne by those

affected, to its being handled by the public in general, or better still, to making the

'polluter-pay'.

82. This definition is being revised now by other researchers because humans

have been altering the world for much longer than the Europeans have been

colonizing the world.

83. This definition is being revised now by other researchers because humans

have been altering the world for much longer than the Europeans have been

colonizing the world.


